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Welcome Letter by the Secretary Generals 

Dear Delegates, 

we, the secretariat of HamMUN 2019, would like to give a warm welcome to all of you that 

have come from near and far to participate in the 21st Edition of Hamburg Model United 

Nations. We hope to give you an enriching and enlightening experience that you can look back 

on with joy.  

Over the course of 4 days in total, you are going to try to find solutions for some of the most 

challenging problems our world faces today. Together with students from all over the world, 

you will hear opinions that might strongly differ from your own, or present your own divergent 

opinion.  We hope that you take this opportunity to widen your horizon, to, in a respectful 

manner, challenge and be challenged and form new friendships.  

With this year’s slogan “Shaping a New Era of Democracy” we would like to invite you to 

engage in and develop peaceful ways to solve and prevent conflicts. To remain respectful and 

considerate in diplomatic negotiations in a time where we experience our political climate as 

rough, and to focus on what unites us rather than divides us. As we are moving towards an even 

more globalized and highly military armed world, facing unprecedented threats such as climate 

change and Nuclear Warfare, international cooperation has become more important than ever 

to ensure peace and stability. 

During the last year our team has worked tirelessly to turn HamMUN into a platform for you, 

where you can grow as a person, step out of your comfort zone and be the best delegate you 

can possibly be. We can’t wait to share it with you and are looking forward to an unforgettable 

time.  

Yours Sincerely, 

Leah Mathiesen & Tobias Hinderks 

Secretary Generals 
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Introduction Letter by the Press Director 

Dear distinguished Members of the Press Team,  

My name is Rahel Schwarz. As this year’s Press Director, it is my sincere honour & pleasure 

to welcome all of you to the Press Team of HamMUN 2019.  

Writing this Study Guide, I cannot help but think of the time that I was in your shoes: In 2016, 

I attended my first HamMUN as a Member of the Press and covered the International Court of 

Justice. I remember striving to translate the excitement during the Opening Ceremony, the 

dedication of the “Judges” to the case before them and the complexity of the entire conference 

into articles. I know what it is like to race against the clock in order to break the news before 

the moment passes. I know how rewarding it is to look back by the end of the simulation, and 

to realize that your coverage has contributed to something meaningful.  

Fast forward to almost 3 years later: The story of HamMUN 2019 is yet to be told. Told by no 

other than you. Throughout the four days, you will take on the role of journalists in the global 

arena of politics and diplomacy. As such you will not simply report on what takes place and act 

as a crucial source of reference. No, you will do more: You will ensure that the simulation is an 

inclusive, wholesome event for everyone as you lift the veil on what takes place behind closed 

doors. You will shape the course of the conference by analysing, spinning the narrative or by 

setting the record straight. You will hold the delegates accountable during press conferences. 

You will engage everyone involved in multimedia-reporting. You will influence what moments 

HamMUN 2019 will be remembered for.  

The conference will be highly demanding for you on various levels: You will be expected to 

constantly generate high-quality content in an environment where one news-worthy event 

chases the next while staying true to the style, policies  

and audience of your news agency, newspaper or broadcaster. You must be familiar with the 

topics of the committees and have a general idea of MUN.  

You might realize that we live in a time and age in which fake 

news have a stronger impact than fact-based journalism.  

You might have to conclude that free and democratic media is 

under attack. You might have to take creative risks and, depending 

on your experience with journalism, learn on the job.  
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On that note, I would like to share some advice a former Chair of mine once gave: Each day, 

set yourself a goal - find one thing that you would like to improve and work on that. MUN 

should first and foremost be a platform for collective as well as personal growth  a constant 

learning experience. So, with this I invite you to come to Ham MUN with an open mind for all 

the things that you can learn with and from another as well as with the intention of fulfilling 

your journalistic or personal goals that you develop along the way . The possibilities are endless. 

The Press Team is what you make it out to be - and I have full confidence that you are up for 

this challenge as long as you dare to use the power of the Press.  

As your Press Director it is my responsibility to guide you through all of this and to set the 

groundwork for a successful outcome. This Study Guide is a first step in doing so. I hope that 

you will find it helpful in your preparations and beyond. During the conference I will monitor 

your work and assist you in your endeavours from the initial idea to publishing what you create. 

Moreover, I would like to encourage you to participate in all that HamMUN 2019 has to offer. 

The Secretariat has worked tirelessly to bring you an extraordinary - not to say hammunique - 

conference in the beautiful city of Hamburg. Get ready to be challenged academically, to dig 

deep into your creative potential, to interact with inspiring people from near and far & to, by 

the end of the day, release your inner party animal. 

I hope you are just as excited as I am to see the Press Team of the 21st Edition of HamMUN 

come to life and get to work. 

In the meantime, should you have any questions, comments or concerns please reach out to me 

here: press@hammun.de. I would love to hear from you! 

Cheers to a one-of-a-kind conference! 

Yours sincerely  

Rahel Schwarz    

mailto:press@hammun.de
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Introduction to the Press Team 

The Press Team at HamMUN 2019 is inspired by its real-life counterpart, the United Nations 

Correspondents Association (UNCA), which represents the UN Press Corps. Since its inception 

in 1948, the UNCA has been an organization that unites more than 200 correspondents as well 

as producers from several countries which represent news agencies, scores of publications and 

broadcasters from all over the globe.1 It’s self-declared aim and purpose, as per Article 1 of its 

constitution,  is “[t]o maintain and protect the freedom and prestige of Press, Radio and 

Television correspondents in all their relations with the United Nations.”2 Hence, the 

organization has a close working-relationship with the Secretary General which is rooted in an 

agreement from 1955. This agreement is recognized annually by the General Assembly of the 

UN in a resolution adopted under the mandate of the Committee on Information.3  

Consequently, Members of the Press at HamMUN 2019 do not assume the role of diplomats, 

heads of states or judges, they do not come together in order to debate certain topics and to 

ultimately pass resolutions like it is common practice in regular MUN committees. Instead, the 

majority of you, the Members of the Press, will act as representatives of a renowned publication 

of global importance and produce coverage on HamMUN 2019. You will also have the 

opportunity to create multimedia content for social media in cooperation with the Marketing 

Team. 

While you will not take part in the process of debating and resolution writing, your position 

still comes with the ability to influence these proceedings and their outcome; and with that 

comes responsibility: The press is often referred to as the fourth pillar of democracy. An idea 

reflected in the following remarks by H.E. António Gueterres, UN Secretary General, on World 

Press Freedom Day 2019: “A free press is essential for peace, justice, sustainable development 

and human rights. No democracy is complete without access to transparent and reliable 

information. It is the cornerstone for building fair and impartial institutions, holding leaders 

 

 
1 UNCA, About UNCA, http://unca.com/about-unca/, last accessed on 

15.9.2019. 
2 UNCA, UNCA Constitution, http://unca.com/constitution/, last accessed on 

15.9.2019. 
3 UNCA, History of the United Nations Correspondents Association, 

http://unca.com/unca-history/, last accessed on 15.9.2019. 

http://unca.com/about-unca/
http://unca.com/constitution/
http://unca.com/unca-history/
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accountable and speaking truth to power.”4 The press Gueterres refers to has the duty to inform 

the general public, to investigate and to hold politicians and private persons alike responsible 

for their actions on the world stage. A duty to give a voice to the marginalized and the oppressed 

and to be agents of change. Journalists can be thought of as “watchdogs” or the “fourth estate”.5 

However, the press in more restrictive regimes can also act as an agent of the state or be 

controlled by the latter. It can be a mouthpiece of certain ideologies and policies. Additionally, 

journalism and the media industry are also influenced by financial factors; agencies might 

publish something simply because it will generate noise and by that revenue.  

In any case, the press is on the frontlines - both figuratively and literally - when decisions of 

importance for all of humanity are being made. The press is the bridge between politics and the 

common public. Without the press, politics, diplomacy and policymaking would take place in 

a vacuum - the press breaks that very vacuum. The Press Team at HamMUN 2019 aims at 

mirroring that complex reality and living up to its responsibility. Thus, we strive to adequately 

simulate publications and the like from every corner of the political spectrum. In a quest to 

assist you in your reporting and in the creation of content, you have been authorized to access 

every part of the conference, to interact with the Secretariat as well as the Chairs and delegates. 

Furthermore, you may utilize the whole array of journalistic tools. Details will be explained at 

a later point in this Study Guide.  

  

 

 
4 Video message from H.E. António Guterres , United Nations Secretary 

General, on World Press Freedom Day 2019, available at: 

https://youtu.be/e6vAnOinTWk, last accessed on 15.9.2019. 
5 Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies,  

(2016) 801, 802; Crichton/Christel/Shidham/Valderrama/Karmel, The Fourth 

Estate – Introduction, Journalism in the Digital Age – A project for CS181, 

available at: https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/cs181/projects/2010-

11/Journalism/index7f0d.html?page_id=16, last accessed: 9.11.2019. 

https://youtu.be/e6vAnOinTWk
https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/cs181/projects/2010-11/Journalism/index7f0d.html?page_id=16
https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/cs181/projects/2010-11/Journalism/index7f0d.html?page_id=16
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Background: Today’s Media Landscape - Overview & Challenges 

The following pages will set the scene for your work as members of the Press Team. In order 

to adequately simulate the work of journalists who report on international relations, it is vital to 

have an understanding of the nature of today’s media landscape and the challenging 

environment in which journalists around the globe operate. That very landscape and 

environment serve as the backdrop of the Press Team. This section will look at how journalism 

has evolved and what opportunities as well as risks originate from that. It will take a closer look 

at Media Bias and finally, it will highlight key threats to journalists. When reading this section, 

please bear in mind that this section neither claims to provide an all-encompassing overview or 

that all aspects mentioned here are of equal importance for each assigned publication. Instead, 

the purpose of this is to raise awareness to some phenomenon & challenges. Furthermore, it 

shall kick-start your own research into the world of journalism and of your assigned publication. 

1. The Evolution of Journalism - Identifying Risks & Opportunities  

Journalism as well as the coverage of news has gone and continues to go through an evolution. 

Jill Lepore writing for The New Yorker describes this as follows: “[...] In the past half century, 

and especially in the past two decades, journalism itself—the way news is covered, reported, 

written, and edited—has changed, including in ways that have made possible the rise of fake 

news, and not only because of mergers and acquisitions, and corporate ownership, and job 

losses, and Google Search, and Facebook and BuzzFeed. There’s no shortage of amazing 

journalists at work, clear-eyed and courageous, broad-minded and brilliant, and no end of 

fascinating innovation in matters of form, especially in visual storytelling. Still, journalism, as 

a field, is as addled as an addict, gaunt, wasted, and twitchy, its pockets as empty as its nights 

are sleepless. It’s faster than it used to be, so fast. It’s also edgier, and needier, and angrier. It 

wants and it wants and it wants. [...]”6  

Here, Lepore addresses the main changes and challenges that journalism, and the media in its 

entirety, had to experience:  

 

 
6 Lepore, Does Journalism Have A Future, The New Yorker 2019, available at: 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/01/28/does-journalism-have-a-

future , last accessed 15.9.2019. 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/01/28/does-journalism-have-a-fut
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/01/28/does-journalism-have-a-fut
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These days, everyone has, in theory, the ability to be a journalist.7  

One is no longer required to be part of an established news agency, broadcaster etc. as a 

professional trained member of the staff or a freelancer. To the contrary, access to the internet 

and for instance a blog can and has turned the infrastructure of printing or broadcasting 

businesses into a variable - an option but no longer a necessity.8  

Not just “journalism as a field”, as Lepore put it, but also news have become faster. News today 

do not simply travel fast, they travel at an exceptional speed made possible by digitalization. 

The days in which we had to rely on the most recent edition of a newspaper to be put on the 

newsstand or delivered to our door in order to receive updates are long behind us.9 In so far, 

scholars attest that people act more self-determined in the way they accumulate knowledge, 

form their opinions and contribute to the public debate on issues that concern society at large 

thanks to the Internet.10  

The economic and financial aspect is not to be underestimated either. Lepore hints at that by 

mentioning mergers, acquisitions, the ownership of corporations and the loss of employment. 

The worldwide recession in 2007 further increased the precarious situation - causing renowned 

and established institutions such as the Independent (UK) and the Tampa Tribune (USA) into 

demise.11  

Furthermore, newspapers and broadcasters generate less revenue from advertisement and are 

losing their audiences with repercussions for the profession as a whole, including journalism 

becoming a less secure field of employment, relying on freelancers more strongly, and being 

paid less or nothing for one’s work.12  

 

 
7 Russial, Laufer et al., Journalism in Crisis, Javnost - The Public Vol. 22, No. 

4  

 (2015), 299, 301. 
8 Russial, Laufer et al., Journalism in Crisis, Javnost - The Public Vol. 22, No. 

4  

 (2015), 299, 301. 
9 Russial, Laufer et al., Journalism in Crisis, Javnost - The Public Vol. 22, No. 

4  

 (2015), 299, 301. 
10 Hamborg, Donnay, Gipp Automated identification of media bias in news  

articles: an interdisciplinary literature review, International Journal on Digital  

Libraries (2018), 1,1. 
11 Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies, (2016) 801, 802. 
12 Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies,  
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In rapport to the work the Press Team will do during this very conference, it is important to 

note that providing coverage on international relations is associated with high cost. 

Additionally, the reporting might not always be of interest to the audience and different areas 

of reporting will be focused on. This is dangerous not only to journalism as a profession with 

regard to fulfilling their duties as watchdogs, but just as much for the general public, whether 

it acknowledges it or not: The public will be less informed about e.g. armed conflict and 

humanitarian consequences but also key events on a political, social or economic scale. The 

electorate is, in turn, at risk of making less-informed choices at the national level as well.13 

However, this evolution does not only bear risks, it also makes way for opportunities. 

Digitalization, along with developments in data visualization and artificial intelligence, has 

brought along novel, ambitious ways of storytelling.14 Additionally, our increased technological 

opportunities allow to gather a bigger amount of data, images etc. quicker and from around the 

globe. Thus, “data journalism” has emerged as a new sub-category of the profession which 

proves incredibly vital when it comes to investigative journalism.15 

It has also led to audiences engaging more with the content that is being published and even 

start publishing themselves. As opposed to professional journalists, they are then considered 

“citizen journalists”.16 These citizen journalists aid in highlighting issues within in society and 

holding those in power accountable.17 

In conclusion, the evolution of journalism cannot be seen in a black and white manner, as either 

good or bad. It is a complex phenomenon – with both challenges and chances for the craft. 

 

 
(2016) 801, 802. 
13 Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies, (2016) 801, 803. 
14 Pope, So you wanna be a journalist?, Columbia Journalism Review (Spring / 

Summer 2018), available at: https://www.cjr.org/special_report/journalism-

jobs.php, last accessed: 9.11.2019. 
15 Cf. Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies, (2016) 801, 804. 
16 Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies, (2016) 801, 803. 
17 For examples of this see for instance: Nigro, Let’s All Commit Acts of Citizen 

Journalism, HuffPost 2016, available at: 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce

_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQ

AAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZp

kTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHG

QcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9

x0Eh1MLFTj, last accessed 9.11.2019. 

https://www.cjr.org/special_report/journalism-jobs.php
https://www.cjr.org/special_report/journalism-jobs.php
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZpkTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHGQcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9x0Eh1MLFTj
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZpkTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHGQcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9x0Eh1MLFTj
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZpkTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHGQcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9x0Eh1MLFTj
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZpkTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHGQcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9x0Eh1MLFTj
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZpkTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHGQcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9x0Eh1MLFTj
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/post_11089_b_9319686?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJdXkGtOwUwHEmM_w2FlX0YJSJgvpJlGSbO87rzrFHvsHaBV0vSZpkTAvmWx5PaBkiUtCYKCIqKsbhUmicmTz0zqCCOA3rNrqDAkRMsfgiHGQcIHi4DIQOkNusJU9lCE8_QrHTyhHDA4yQAR9WCHnu2KCYuGVcpZG9x0Eh1MLFTj
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2. The role of Media Bias18  

What makes headlines, which articles get approved for publishing, which events are being 

reported on from which angles, which sources are being referenced, which information is 

shared, and which deliberately left out, which words are used to get that information across to 

the reader etc.  – all this is influenced by so called Media Bias.19  

Four principal factors that are said to introduce bias to the news have been identified: The first 

one is geography, the second is ideology that the news outlet and its readership follow, third 

comes affiliations to institutions and lastly we have the nature of the medium itself.20 When 

reading or writing any article it is important to give these factors in mind – they shape how 

information gets shared or perceived.  

This illustration21 depicts what influences media bias and how media bias affects the different 

stages of producing content from the news event in itself to the perception by the consumers.  

 

 
18 For an overview of existing definitions of media bias see: Hamborg, Donnay, 

Gipp Automated identification of media bias in news articles: an 

interdisciplinary literature review, International  

Journal on Digital Libraries (2018), 1,2.; Leonhardt, The Six Forms of Media 

Bias, The New York Times 2019, available at: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/31/opinion/media-bias-howard-

schultz.html, last accessed 19.9.2019. 
19 Hamborg, Donnay, Gipp Automated identification of media bias in news  

articles: an interdisciplinary literature review, International Journal on Digital  

Libraries (2018), 1,1. 
20 What Influences News Bias?, News Bias Explored The art of reading news, 

available at: http://umich.edu/%7enewsbias/influences.html, last accessed 

19.9.2019 
21 Retrieved from: Hamborg, Donnay, Gipp Automated identification of media 

bias in news articles: an interdisciplinary literature review, International  

Journal on Digital Libraries (2018), 1,4. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/31/opinion/media-bias-howard-schultz.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/31/opinion/media-bias-howard-schultz.html
http://umich.edu/~newsbias/influences.html
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3. Threats to Journalism and Journalists  

Valeria Robecco, President of the UNCA, identifies two main threats to journalism and 

members to the profession in her speech during the World Press Freedom Day event on May 

3rd, 2019 at the UN Headquarters in New York:  

“Journalists are threatened, and a growing number of colleagues are killed. At the same time, 

[they] are threatened by the diffusion of fake news which has not only diminished public trust 

but also becomes a ladder for autocratic regimes to attack and prosecute [them].”22  

The underlying black and white mentality: Journalists are either on our side or they are against 

us. Hence, while this is an alarming phenomenon which can be witnessed all over the world,23 

especially journalists in conflict zones are subjected to an increasing number of physical 

threats.24  

The result: Between the years of 2006 and 2017, a journalist was killed on average every four 

days simply for making news and information available to the public. This resulted in the death 

of over 1,000 journalists. These crimes are not punished in 9 out of 10 cases which only 

increases the spiral of violence, in the opinion of UN experts.25 

In the wake of this threat to an entire profession, the UN has put mechanisms into place to better 

the protection of journalists. These include the resolution on the safety of journalists adopted 

by the Human Rights Council on September, 21 2019.26 UNESCO, which is said to have shaped 

- at least in part - some of the developments in journalism and to have had a considerable impact 

 

 
22 UNCA President, Valeria Robecco, remarks at World Press Freedom Day 

2019, available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hhA5iCWl4g, last 

accessed 9.11.2019. 
23 Berger, Is there a Future for Journalism?, Journalism Practice (2018), 939, 

945. 
24 Wahl-Jorgensen, Williams et al., The Future of Journalism, Journalism 

Studies (2016), 801, 801.  
25 Political incitement to violence against journalists is ‘toxic’: UN experts, UN 

News, available at: https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/10/1024592, last 

accessed 15.9.2019. 
26 Resolution A/HRC/39/L.7, Human Rights Council Thirty-ninth session -10-

28 September 2018, available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/39/L.7, last 

accessed 15.9.2019. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hhA5iCWl4g
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/10/1024592
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/39/L.7
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in changing the status-quo,27 has also launched a campaign called “Truth Never Dies”, urging 

individuals to share the stories of murdered journalists to honour their memory and work.28 

Despite these efforts, according to data collected by Reporters Without Borders, 28 journalists 

have been killed, another 235 have been imprisoned in relation to their journalistic profession 

in 2019 so far.29 While a coordinated response by the international community is needed to e.g. 

implement reliable measures for tracking and preventing these attacks on the freedom and 

sometimes even the life of journalists, many politicians rather take it upon themselves to 

deliberately doubt the sincerity of journalism. In light of this, finding solutions for these 

pressing threats calls for intensive work to be done.30 

Fake news is a term largely associated with the President of the United States, Donald Trump, 

as he has made it a point to alert his audiences about them over the course of his election 

campaign and on-going presidency.31 Fake news, created and spread by Russian agents, are also 

said to have played a vital role in President Trump winning the 2016 election in the first place.32 

But what are Fake news? In contrast to what we understand as news, fake news is not verifiable 

information that does not serve a public interest. As such fake news can be seen as an 

oxymoron.33  Fake news, in applying the broad understanding of the term, are disinformation 

shared with the intention of manipulating the general public with that very false information. 

Disinformation poses an exceptional threat as “it is frequently organised, well resourced, and 

 

 
27 Berger, Is there a Future of Journalism?, Journalism Practice (2018), 939, 940. 
28 #TruthNeverDies, UNESCO 2018, available at: 

https://unesco.exposure.co/truth-never-dies, last accessed 15.9.2019. 
29 Violation of press freedom barometer, Reporters without Borders, available 

at: https://rsf.org/en/barometer, last accessed 15.9.2019. 
30 Berger, Is there a Future of Journalism?, Journalism Practice (2018), 939, 946. 
31 Greg, Fake News: As the Problem or A Symptom of A Deeper Problem?, 

available at: 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/3cf1/bd81c6a0ff3f70fa166c37870c20091b27

34.pdf; Andrews, Fake news is real – A.I. is going to make it much worse, 

CNBC 2019, available at: https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/12/fake-news-is-

real-ai-is-going-to-make-it-much-worse.html, last accessed 15.9.2019. 
32 Mayer, How Russia helped swing the Election for Trump, The New Yorker 

2018, available at: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-

russia-helped-to-swing-the-election-for-trump; last accessed on 15.9.2019. 
33Journalism, Fake News & Disinformation – Handbook for Journalism 

Education and Training, UNESCO Series on Journalism Education 

2018,available at: 

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation

_print_friendly_0_0.pdf, 7, last accessed on 15.9.2019. 

https://unesco.exposure.co/truth-never-dies
https://rsf.org/en/barometer
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/3cf1/bd81c6a0ff3f70fa166c37870c20091b2734.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/3cf1/bd81c6a0ff3f70fa166c37870c20091b2734.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/12/fake-news-is-real-ai-is-going-to-make-it-much-worse.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/12/fake-news-is-real-ai-is-going-to-make-it-much-worse.html
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swin
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swin
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swing-the-election-for-trump
https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation_print_friendly_0_0.pdf
https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation_print_friendly_0_0.pdf
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reinforced by automated technology.”34 Journalists and readers alike are confronted with the 

task to separate what is real from what is fake. A challenging task in times where all it takes to 

spread information, be it honest or dishonest, is a connection to the World Wide Web. At the 

same time, the general public is losing its trust in established institutions and by extension of 

that the media / press. This is a critical moment for the media, perhaps a moment in which the 

media has to reconsider the way they work, reach out to their readership and make their voices 

heard.35 

Structure & Functioning of the Press Team  

In the following, the structure and the functioning of the Press Team will be explained in detail.  

1. General Information 

Members of the Press Team will each be assigned a publication that they are to represent during 

the conference. Further, each Member of the Press will be assigned a committee on which they 

will report throughout the four days. Depending on the final number of Press Team Members, 

Members will be asked to rotate committees. Members can also put in a request to switch 

committees after a certain amount of time and for a specific reason; the Press Director which 

will be granted at her discretion. 

Members of the Press Team are also encouraged to create visual content, e.g. footage for an 

after-movie about the conference, short updates for social media, pictures to go along with 

articles and the like. 

1.1. Equipment  

Please bring your own laptops or tablets to the conference – or generally, a device that allows 

you to write and to publish your work. A smartphone does not suffice for this. However, of 

course you can use and are even encouraged to use your smartphone to take pictures, videos or 

record statements given to you by a conference participant in your official capacity as Press 

 

 
34 Journalism, Fake News & Disinformation – Handbook for Journalism 

Education and Training, UNESCO Series on Journalism Education 2018, 

available at: 

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation

_print_friendly_0_0.pdf, 7, last accessed on 15.9.2019. 
35 Viner, A mission for journalism in time of crisis, The Guardian 2017, 

available at: https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/16/a-mission-for-

journalism-in-a-time-of-crisis, last accessed 15.9.2019. 

 

https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation_print_friendly_0_0.pdf
https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/journalism_fake_news_disinformation_print_friendly_0_0.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/16/a-mission-for-journalism-in
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/16/a-mission-for-journalism-in
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/16/a-mission-for-journalism-in-a-time-of-crisis
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Team Member. Furthermore, feel free to bring any other equipment that you have and find can 

enrich your reporting or the work of the Press Corps as a whole, e.g. cameras, tripods, tape 

recorders. Please bear in mind that you are responsible for your personal belongings / equipment 

during the conference. Neither HanseMUN e.V. nor the University of Hamburg will assume 

liability for the equipment, use or consequences resulting from the use thereof.  

2. Briefings  

Each morning, we will have a Briefing which will roughly take 30 minutes. Please come to the 

room of the Press Team36 in the morning and do not go straight to your committees. Think of 

the Briefings like the meetings at the editorial offices of news agencies, newspapers or 

broadcasters: During this briefing all Members of the Press Team will have the chance to recap 

the previous day, to set goals for the coming sessions, pitch ideas, raise any concerns they may 

have and give feedback on each other’s work.  

Of course, we will keep in touch during the day and the discussed ideas can be altered if need 

be due to the nature of debate etc. 

During the Briefings the Press Director will also provide you with updates and feedback.  

3. Communication during the conference  

The Press Team will communicate with one another using Slack. Details regarding Slack are 

given at a later point in this Study Guide and the Press Director will further explain this platform 

during the first session of the conference. 

Each committee will have their own Facebook Group. For those of you who are on Facebook, 

please ask the Chairs of the respective committees to add you to the group so that you also have 

access to the information being shared there, e.g. working papers, useful links, memes etc.  

For those of you who do not use Facebook, please ask the Chairs to send you relevant 

information to your email.  

Please address that to the Chairs in a manner that does not disturb 

the proceedings in the committee and respect if they cannot add 

you to the group or send you the email right away. 

 

 

 
36 Details regarding the room will be announced before the conference. 
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4. The Blog  

To best keep up with the pace of the conference, to report on events as soon as they occur and 

as a nod to the increasing digitalization of the media landscape, the Press Team will publish its 

articles, interviews etc. on a WordPress Blog.  This blog will be set up by the Press Director 

before the conference.  

Press Team Members are asked to please save their work as a draft and to then inform the Press 

Director about the draft having been uploaded. She will then check the draft, alter it at her 

discretion, e.g. typos or grammar mistakes, or approach you with questions / change requests. 

Once the draft has been finalized, the Press Director will publish the piece to the blog. 

5. Social Media  

The Press Team will collaborate with HamMUN’s Marketing Team during the conference.  

The Marketing Team will be in charge of HamMUN Entertainment, a Faceboook-Page on 

which we publish gossip and memes during the conference.  

We will further cooperate with them in posting content on Instagram. 

If you have anything that you would like to post on either of these platforms, please pitch the 

idea to the Press Director and the Marketing Team.  

Assignments – Articles and Breaking News 

Each of the Press Members is expected to publish at least two articles a day, not including the 

News Ticker after the Press Conferences.37 

Articles can be for instance: 

1. A News Report  

In a News Report, you present events that have taken place in the committee and information 

you have obtained in an informative, (seemingly) unbiased and straightforward manner. 

2. A Feature  

A Feature allows you to shed a light on an issue in more detail – 

that can either be a topic (piece of news) or a person. A Feature 

 

 
37 See page 20 (Press Conferences) for details. 
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gives you room to tell a story, to set a scene while still informing you audience about that topic 

or person by using quotes, graphics and highlighting the human interest. However, you are not 

to give your opinion or share your personal feelings on the matter in a Feature. Rather your 

writing style is meant to give the piece character. 

3. Opinion /Editorial  

This is an opinionated piece. In it you express your personal views and share your personal 

experiences. If possible, you should back this up with factual information and evidence.  

4. Response / Reaction  

You also have the option of responding / reacting to an article written by one of the others Press 

Team Members, e.g. if you feel that your paper / policies have been offended or that for the 

sake of discourse you should weigh in. When writing such an article, you should e.g. reference 

the other piece, back it up with your own research, interview a delegate who can support your 

narrative, sit in on one of the sessions of the other committee.  

5. Interview  

Press Team Members also have the option of interviewing Delegates or Chairs.  

An Interview serves the purpose of highlighting events / presenting information through the 

eyes of the interviewee and / or to put the interviewee’s viewpoint it into perspective according 

to the agenda you follow.  

The Press Director is open to discussing other formats / styles of articles and encourages you to 

come forward with their own ideas. 

You are also encouraged to publish articles in different formats and to experience what is like 

to write in different styles – all this, of course, in accordance with the relevant policies / styles 

of the agency, newspaper etc. that you are representing. 

In your writing, you can also in cooperate actual news of real-life events happening during the 

conference if that serves your article and can have an impact on 

the proceedings in your assigned committee. 

In addition to articles, you are also to publish so-called  Breaking 

News. 
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Breaking News is “information that is being received or broadcast about an event that has just 

happened or just begun.”38 

Certain events during debate or resolution writing can be of such significance and in that so 

time sensitive, that word about them needs to get out right away. A lengthy article would hinder 

that. Instead, you can publish poignant and eye-catching headlines accompanied with a few 

short sentences simply informing about the what, when, who and why.  

You can publish as many Breaking News as you see fit. However, you should publish a 

minimum of two a day. In any case, quality goes over quantity. 

On a general note, you are asked to keep track of the reporting of your fellow Press Team 

Members so that you can react to it in your own work, are up to date when you switch 

committees and can provide helpful / insightful feedback during the Briefings in the morning. 

6. Press Conferences  

Each day, there will be a Press Conference in one of the committees. All Press Team Members 

are expected to attend and contribute to this Press Conference, regardless to which committee 

they are regularly assigned to.  

Which committee will hold a Press Conference on the given day will either be announced 

during the Briefing in the morning or throughout the day.  

Prior to the Press Conference, one of the Chairs of the committee in question will brief the Press 

Team on what has been taking place in the committee room. The Press Team Member who has 

been assigned to that committee, can also weigh in from the perspective of their publication. 

Based on that information as well as some research, the Members of the Press will write up 

questions they will then address to the committee as a whole, specific delegates or a bloc. 

Each Press Conference will roughly take 30 minutes during which each of you will be able to 

ask questions for a certain, equally distributed amount of time.  

 

 
38 Defintion of breaking news by the Cambridge Dictionary, available at: 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/breaking-news, last 

accessed 9.11.2019. 

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/breaking-news
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After, each Member of the Press will write up a short News Ticker of max. 250 words based on 

what information they were able to during the Press Conference. 

Deadlines  

In general, everything that you have written or otherwise produced should be published as 

timely as possible after its completion. Time is of the essence and news need to break fast to be 

able to influence the proceedings while still being of high quality. Your work should also be 

published on the same day that it refers to. 

You are, generally, free to set your own deadline – under certain restrictions: 

(1) You hand in the News Ticker about the Press Conference no later than an hour after it 

was held. 

(2) You hand in your final article of the day at least 30 minutes before the end of the 

conference day.  

The Press Director further suggests that you hand in your first article by lunch break at the 

latest.  

Notwithstanding the above, it might make more sense, in individual cases, to push the 

publication to a later point than usual or to another day altogether. This might be the case when 

you are writing a recap of certain events or when you have been given information that is only 

to be released on a specific day of the conference. Discuss this with the Press Director. In any 

of these cases, you are asked to present a draft by the end of the conference day so that your 

progress can be monitored. 

Should the Press Director gain the impression that setting your own deadlines is tempering with 

the results you yield, or not yield for that matter, she will enforce stricter deadlines.  

Press Team Workshop 

During the first session which will be held on November 28th from 

the Press Director will conduct a Press Team Workshop which all 

Press Team Members must attend. Throughout the Workshop the 

Press Director will (1) provide feedback on the pre-conference 

assignments while tying in some advice on e.g. how to write 

articles, conduct interviews, use photography and visual content to 

enhance your work, (2) address logistical aspects and (3) will 
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answer any questions about journalism or MUN you may have. You will be able to send in 

questions via a google form prior to the conference – however, spontaneous questions are 

welcomed and encouraged.  

Moreover, the Press Director will also explain Slack to you.  

Slack is a communication platform which we will use to  

communicate with each other during the conference. The Workshop is also meant to give us 

the opportunity to get acquainted with one another and to kick-off HamMUN 2019 on a high 

note.  

In the event, which is likely, that the session is still on going by the conclusion of the Press 

Team Workshop, Press Team Members are expected to join their assigned committees and to 

begin their work. 

RoP-Workshop  

All Press Team Members are, in addition, asked to attend the Rules of Procedure (RoP)-

Workshop which is also held on November, 28th.39 

During this workshop the general concept of MUN will be explained as well as the set of rules 

(procedure) that is to be followed during the different stages / kinds of debates.  

As preparation for this workshop and for the conference in general, please read our general RoP 

which you can also find on our website.40 

For those of you who are assigned to either the Joint Cabinet Crisis (JCC) or the International 

Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), please also read these specialized RoP.41 

Knowledge of the RoP, be that general or specialized, is crucial for you to be able to follow 

along in the sessions and to report on the events accurately. 

 

 

 

 
39 See the conference schedule for more information: 

http://hammun.de/conference-schedule/. 
40 You can find the RoP here: http://hammun.de/rops/. 
41 You can find the RoP for the JCC and ITLOS here as well: 

http://hammun.de/rops/. 
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Pre-Conference Assignments  

Before HamMUN 2019 officially begins on November 28th, it is crucial that you complete the 

following assignments. Exact deadlines will be communicated via email. 

1. Slack42 

The Press Team will communicate with one another using Slack. We will not communicate 

with one another using any other platform, messenger, social media or the like. Please set up 

an account. You will soon be invited to join the relevant workspace by the Press Director. 

2. WordPress-Account43 

The Press Team will use a WordPress Blog for publishing the content created by the Press 

Team. In order to be given access to the blog as an author44 please create a WordPress Account. 

Creating an account does not require you to set up a blog or a website.  

Once you have set up the account, inform the Press Director about the email-address you have 

used to create it and your username. She will then grant you access.  

Naturally, you can also use an existing WordPress Account for this purpose. 

3. Introducing the Members of the Press on the Blog 

The Press Team will introduce itself on our blog before HamMUN 2019 begins. We would like 

the conference participants to engage with the Team; thus, they must know who you are, who 

we are. Consequently, the Press Director will create a section of the blog where readers can find 

out more about you. 

For this purpose, please provide her with the following information / answer the following 

question about yourself or the publication you are representing: 

(1) Name 

(2) Position (Committee & Publication) 

(3) Tell us a bit about yourself (max. 5 sentences)  

(4) Introduction to your publication (max. 5 sentences) 

 

 
42 https://slack.com/ 
43 https://wordpress.com/ 
44  https://wordpress.org/support/article/roles-and-capabilities/ 

https://slack.com/
https://wordpress.com/
https://wordpress.org/support/article/roles-and-capabilities/
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(5) What do you strive for as a Member of the Press at HamMUN 2019? 

(6) If you were given the task to shape a new era of diplomacy, how would you do it? 

Describe your strategy in 5 words.  

Please provide a picture of you, preferably in formal clothing, i.e. business casual.  

Research 

A journalist is only as good as its research. To successfully represent your publication and 

assume the role of a journalist working for that publication, you will have to know it by heart.  

A good place to start is its own website and read some of their articles with a focus on those 

articles relevant to the committee that you are to cover.  

You might find it helpful to focus on the following when doing research: 

(1) Previous reporting / writing about the issues to be debated in your assigned committee 

/ HamMUN: 

a) Has the publication published anything of relevance to the topics? 

b) If yes: What did they focus on?; What policies did they praise and what policies 

did they reject?; Have they introduced any new factors to the political / public 

discourse?; What was the background of the author of a specific piece?; How did 

the choice of words, references, interview partners, pictures, headlines, keywords 

etc. reflect any of that?; Was it a factual or an opinionated piece?; Did they have a 

certain agenda when publishing this article?; How does this article fit in with the 

other journalistic work the publication does or how is it different from the rest? 

c) If no: Is there a specific reason that you can identify which led to the publication 

not addressing the topic? 

(2) Media Bias:  

a) Where can the publication be located on the political  

b) spectrum? 

c) Is it known / has it been accused of favouring a certain 

political side (left, right) or is it centrist? 

d) Is it vocal about having / representing certain views 

or does it portray itself as neutral or diverse? 
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e) Does it take any measures to ensure a certain level of objectivity?  

(3) Involvement in any controversies: 

a) Has the publication been subject to any controversy in recent years in relation to 

the topics to be discussed at HamMUN 2019 in general and in particular in your 

assigned committee?  

(4) Ethical standard / Code of Conduct / Values  

a) Does the publication hold itself to a certain ethical standard or code of conduct? 

b) Which values does the publication uphold and also reflect in their reporting? 

c) How can you incorporate that into your own work during the conference? 

(5) Other information: 

a) Recalling the information on today’s media landscape, has your publication been 

affected by any of that?  

b) If so, how and how did they respond to that? 

While you are not required to write a position paper45, it might be useful to take notes while 

you do your research so that you can refer to that during the conference.  

Introductory Article 

Prior to HamMUN 2019, each Press Team Member is to write a first article (hereinafter referred 

to as the “introductory article” or simply article).  

These introductory articles will then be published on our blog before the first day of the 

conference with the intention of (a) introducing conference participants to the Press Team and 

your publication, (b) foreshadowing what could take place during debate and resolution writing, 

and (c) influencing opening speeches and setting the tone for the days to come.  

In order to achieve that you should strive to do the following with your articles:  

(1) Provide background information on the committee in 

question  

 

 
45 For those not familiar with position papers: http://hammun.de/position-

papers/ 

http://hammun.de/position-papers/
http://hammun.de/position-papers/
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(2) Address both topics that will be debated on46  

(3) Reference crucial past and current events regarding the topic as well as any action the 

UN has taken  

(4) Reference any previous reporting your publication has done on these issues if applicable 

and if aids what you are trying to get across with your article. 

(5) Highlight challenges and controversies the committee could possibly face  

(6) Call for action; make policy recommendations; criticize or support any actions taken so 

far by the international community, i.e. position yourself according to the publication 

you are representing  

(7) Provide an analysis / prognosis of the course the debate / the resolution will take  

(8) Interest the readers in your reporting and make them look forward to your coverage 

during the conference  

Please refrain from simply paraphrasing the Study Guide of the respective committee. While 

the Study Guide and the sources listed within can be a valuable inspiration, it is expected of 

you to do your own research and to use that for your articles. 

Please write this article, like any other piece you will write during HamMuN 2019, through the 

lenses of the publication you are representing.  

  

 

 
46 You can find the topics and Study Guides of all committees on the website of 

the conference, i.e. the respective committee page. 
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Code of Conduct  

As Members of the Press you have the ability to contribute to HamMUN 2019 through your 

journalistic, creative work.  

At the conference we value the freedom of the press and the freedom of creativity. 

However, these freedoms have bounds where the rights of the other participants are being 

violated.  

You are expected to be professional and respectful at all times.  

Neither the Press Director nor the Secretariat of HamMUN 2019 will tolerate any kind of 

discriminatory, defamatory or unfair behaviour or reporting. Such content will not be published.  

Further, if the Press Director and /or the Secretariat decide that content should not be publish 

for the reasons mentioned prior or to otherwise protect the integrity of participants or the 

conference as a whole, that decision is to be respected. 

Journalism 101 

This section – dubbed “Journalism 101” as a reference to introductory classes in journalism – 

will present you with a few tips and tricks which shall aid you in taking pictures, conduct 

interviews and write articles 

It is meant as an invitation to familiarize yourself with the array of different components of the 

art of journalism. To instigate further research and to kick start your creativity.  

As preparation the Press Director suggests that you read news coverage by your assigned 

publication and in general, find a blog you like, be inspired by the social media coverage of 

your assigned publication and so on.  

This is especially valuable for those who have no journalistic experience whatsoever. However, 

all of you are asked to read on and to do research into the above-mentioned aspects so that we 

are on the same page.  
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Information about the Conference 

1. Conference Schedule 

Please note: This schedule is subject to change. For the most up-to-date schedule, please 

check: hammun.de/conference-schedule 
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2. Rules of Procedure 

HamMUN 2019 session will follow the Rules of Procedure which can be found here: 

http://hammun.de/rops/. 

For first time delegates we recommend participating in the Rules of Procedure workshop on 

Thursday. 

3. Emergency Phone Numbers 

Police:   110 

Fire Brigade:  112 

Casualty doctor: 112 

4. Important Addresses 

Conference venue: Edmund-Siemers-Allee 1, 20146 Hamburg (and other places at 

Hamburg University main campus) 

Opening ceremony: Laeiszhalle, Kleiner Konzertsaal, Johannes-Brahms-Platz, 20355 

Hamburg 

Registration: Audimax Garderobe, Von-Melle-Park 4, 20146 Hamburg 

Committee Evening:  Different places, your chairs will inform you 

Silent Disco:   Club Hamburg, Reeperbahn 48, 20359 Hamburg 

Delegate Ball:   Gruenspan, Große Freiheit 58, 22767 Gamburg 

5. Public Transport 

During the conference, your badge will be your ticket. Please have your badge with you all 

the time! Public Transport in Hamburg will provide you with busses, tubes and city railroads. 

Service Times: 

Wednesday + Thursday: Service stops at 1 am, afterwards you can only take night 

busses 

 Friday – Sunday: Whole night service 

Stops near to conference venues: 

 Conference venue + Registration + Committee Evening: 

(different places at Hamburg main campus) 
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  S-Bahn Station Dammtor: Lines S11, S21, S31 

  Bus Station Dammtor: Line 109 

  Bus Station Universität/Staatsbibliothek: Lines 4, 5 

 Opening Ceremony: 

  Walking distance from Registration: 20 Minutes 

  Bus Station Johannes-Brahms-Platz: Line 3 

  Tube Station Messehallen: Line U2 

 Silent Disco (Fridays Social) + Delegates Ball (Saturdays Social): 

  S-Bahn Station Reeperbahn: Lines S1, S2, S3 

  Bus Station Davidstraße: Line 111 

  Tube Station St. Pauli: Line U3 

6. HamMUN App 

HamMUN is proud to offer a mobile app during the conference. You can get it on your phone 

by typing this URL https://hammun.lineupr.com/2019  into your mobile browser. 

Please note that the app is not to be installed via your app store but is a desktop shortcut of a 

mobile website! 

7. Water Supply 

In case you are thirsty (or sober), don’t worry. Water out of the tap is perfectly drinkable! 

8. Please bring cash! 

Unlike in other European nations, many stores, cafeterias and especially the social venues often 

do not accept credit cards! Make sure to have cash with you. 

https://hammun.lineupr.com/2019

